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Guillermo MORDILLO 

Argentina/France 

 

One of the world¹s foremost cartoonists 

Winner of many of the most prestigious international awards  

Author of various illustrated books and animated TV-spots. Collaboration with international publishers 

like Crown Publishers, N.Y., Friedrich W.Heye Verlag, München, Insel Verlag, Frankfurt, Arnoldo 

Mondadori Editore, Milano, Paramount Pictures, N.Y., French, German and Italian public and private 

television companies, Amnesty International and Unicef. 

 

“When we were a group of children my pals did not understand that I preferred to watch them 

playing rather than to play myself... Except in football which I adored.” 

Guillermo MORDILLO 

 

 

Introduction by Gottlieb GUNTERN 

 

The son of Spanish immigrants, Guillermo Mordillo was born in Buenos Aires in 1932. Very early he 

developed a passion for drawing and football. At 18 already he illustrated his first books, and after 

receiving his illustrator’s diploma from the Superior School of Journalism, he went on to study the 

technique of film animation. At 20 he opened his own studio. 

 

In 1955 he left Buenos Aires for Lima, where he worked as a freelance artist for a major international 

advertising agency, McCann Erickson. In 1960 he settled in New York, where he was employed by 

Paramount Pictures animated cartoon studios. But the American mentality proved incompatible with 

Mordillo’s nature and sensitivity; he left the United States after two years. 

 

In 1963 he set off for Europe, and after a brief stopover in Spain, went on to Paris. Mordillo was 31. 

“Without speaking a word of French and with only 150 dollars in his pocket, he was lucky to find a job 

in just two days. He hadn’t intended to stay in Paris for more than a week. His sojourn was to last 17 

years. It was in Paris that he really “became” Mordillo and tasted success. His first cartoons were 

published in 1966, in the French magazine Paris Match.  Then German magazine STERN discovered 

him. His very round, extremely expressive style, his feeling for the tacit joke in which all the stakes are 

in the comedy of the situation and the mimics of his characters, in no time made him one of the most 

highly esteemed comic graphic artists.  

 

It was also in Paris in 1967 that Mordillo met Amparo Camarasa, who was to become his wife and 

give him two children. Mordillo went back to illustrating children’s books, and in 1971 published his first 
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album of drawings, The Collected Cartoons of Mordillo, followed in 1972 by his famous series of 

albuns in the theme of giraffes, and later by albums Opus I, Opus II and Opus III. At almost the same 

time he launched Mordillissimo, a series of animated cartoons on French television. 

 

Eventually Mordillo felt the urge to get away from the noisy Parisian way of life and in 1980 settled 

with his family in Majorca. He discovered a new passion: golf. Progressively his style changed, 

showing a preference for the single drawing rather than the sequence. He published, in a European 

co-edition still available today, a series of albums by theme on Love, Sports and Animals. 

Mordillo has often graciously put his talent at the disposal of humanitarian causes such as Amnesty 

International or Unicef. 

 

The many international awards he has received for his immense talent include: “Best Cartoonist of 

the Year” at the Salon International de l’Humour in Montreal in 1997 as well as two Golden Palms in 

1979 and 1983 at the International Salon in Bordighera, Italy. 

 

 


